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IAEA Deputy Director General and Head of the Lydie Evrard, Director General of the Hungarian Centre for Energy Research Akos Horvath and Permanent Representative of Hungary to the United Nations in ...
Supporting Countries in Nuclear Forensics at the Re-designated IAEA Collaborating Centre in Hungary
To help address the challenges posed by synthetic drugs, UNODC, in collaboration with the World Health Organisation, the International Narcotics Control Board and the Universal Postal Union, ...
UN Toolkit on Synthetic Drugs organizes monthly expert consultation series
The Principles on Effective Interviewing for Investigations and Information Gathering – also known as the Mendez Principles – are launched in June 2021. We have ample scientific evidence that there ...
The Mendez Principles: solving crime with humane interrogation techniques
In this interview with Henrietta Wilson, a researcher at SOAS University of London, Nikita Smidovich details the lessons that the UNSCOM experience can teach those who undertake weapons of mass ...
Perspectives on UNSCOM and UNMOVIC: An interview with Nikita Smidovich
Ava Security, a unified service provider of cyber security and cloud video surveillance solutions, has announced that SourceIT, a specialist in the design, distribution, and support of ...
Ava Security announces SourceIT as new strategic partner to promote intelligent cloud video surveillance
On 16 June 2021 we organised a roundtable to explore in greater detail how to apply the European Council’s position on encryption, following its November 2020 Resolution; “Security through encryption ...
Security Through Encryption and Despite Encryption: An (un)Achievable Outcome?
Pro Cloud SaaS announces it’s new partnership with Ava Security. Ava Security is uniquely positioned to deliver both cyber security and physical security solutions to organisations ...
Pro Cloud SaaS partners with Ava Security to help organisations protect valuable assets form physical and cyber security threats
Among many other things, the Integrated Review was intended to re-boot the United Kingdom’s approach to so-called ‘soft power’ – that natural magnetism of a successful society that operates ...
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